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2Go Enterprise Applications Mobility Layer
1. What is 2Go Mobile Now technology? 

The 2Go Mobile Now technology, was 
designed and developed by the brains behind 
the award-winning MyBI solution. Utilising 
custom developed secure access control 
and delivery systems, 2Go enables you to 
securely work directly with your enterprise 
systems in exactly the same manner as you 
would on your office desktop or laptop but 
using 2Go on your mobile device.

The 2Go EnAML Platform brings new 
meaning to the phrase “information at your 
fingertips” as you can work directly with your 
content, including full editing and object 
creation capabilities, wherever you happen 
to be, whether on a train, in an airport lounge. So you’ll be able to dramatically improve the rate at which 
you can get things done – no more making a mental note to update the spreadsheet when you get back to 
the office, no more waiting to tweak those changes in the urgently needed presentation slide deck ahead 
of the meeting, no more feeling ‘out of touch’ with the operational performance of your team – in short, no 
compromise Business Intelligence and ERP where you want it, how you want it, when you want it! 

2. Sounds interesting – how does it work? 

The solution works by first connecting the device in your hand to your enterprise platform. 2Go can use 
existing gateway connections and can also incorporate VPN connections if that is desired/required. From 
there the 2Go server does the heavy lifting of translating, on demand, the content from your server to a 
format that can be viewed and interacted with on your mobile device. To the user, they are able to now 
securely view and interact with all the content they are familiar with. Filling out forms, creating reports, and 
reviewing presentations is now all available to them on their mobile device. It doesn’t matter if the server 
interface was originally incompatible with the mobile device to begin with. 2Go takes care of that for you. 

3. What content can I work with? 

We support a very wide variety of Business 
Intelligence and ERP applications 
regardless of format or vendor from 
suppliers such as Microsoft, Oracle and 
SAP (including custom or bespoke 
modules) as well as content types from all 
of the popular BI reporting and dashboards 
vendors, as well as more generic file 
types such as Excel spreadsheets, Word 
documents, Powerpoint slide decks, 
and interactive PDF files on your mobile 
device! It doesn’t matter if your enterprise 
applications leverages Adobe Flash, Active 
X, Silverlight, Java or native solutions 
not generally compatible with mobile 
platforms, 2Go takes care of that for you.
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4. Do I need to change any of my content or application to have it work with 2Go? 

No! One of the key features of our 2Go EnAML technology is that you do not have to re-engineer anything 
just to go mobile – so now instead of having a bunch of different apps from different vendors all with 
different interfaces pushing limited interactivity when compared to what you already get on your desktop– 
with 2Go, you don’t have to compromise! Using 2Go, you get the same content, the same applications, the 
same functionality you are familiar with along with all of the enhanced simplicity and interactivity mobile 
devices deliver.

5. Sounds good so far BUT how secure is this?

You are right to be concerned about the 
security of your data as this represents one of 
your organisation’s most valuable assets and it 
is all too easy for users to lose their device (or 
in some cases have them stolen) and the last 
thing you want is for your company data to go 
with the device!

2Go EnAML has a very simple solution to 
this conundrum – the data never leaves the 
server! What this means is that the user is not 
downloading data to their device but using 
the highly sophisticated 2Go system to deliver 
the ability to interact with the content in a fully 
data secure environment.

This not only means you can rest assured that your data is safe but also because the data stays on your 
server, then you can also be certain that you are compliant with any Data Protection/Data Compliance 
requirements.

6. How will my users be able to access the 2Go system ? 

Provisioning new users is a very straightforward process which entails sending an ‘intelligent’ email from 
the 2Go Admin portal which has a singular one time use. The ‘intelligent’ email provides 2 links in it – the 
first taking the user to the relevant app store e.g. iTunes in the case of an iPad, to enable them to download 
the free of charge 2Go app and the second binds the device to the profile you specified. Done, a user can 
be provisioned and leveraging their own content or applications within minutes. No confusion, no training 
and no limitations. Just secure access to the systems they are familiar with.

7. How quickly can I get 2Go in place?

Immediately – just contact us at either info@ethostec.net or call directly on +44 (0) 1295 675867
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